District Childhood Literacy Review
Recent Investments Made in Early Childhood

- Houghton Mifflin Preschool Programming
- Kindergarten Stations
- Braidy, the StoryBraid™
- Sounds Sensible
Math Resources

- Symphony Math
- Scholastic Math Reads
ELA Resources

- Kindergarten
- Daily Five
- Guided Reading Books
- SPIRE
- Lexia
- Writing
What is mCLASS Reading?

- Teachers assess students one-on-one and record information on the iPod
- Teachers sync information
- Information is stored and used to report progress
Pearson Inform

Powerful data analysis tool to drive instruction
- Currently houses all reading, mathematics, and language proficiency screening measures
- Data readily accessible to all teachers, school principals, and central office administration
ELL

- Non-fiction guided reading books
- Rigby ELL Assessment Kit
- Make a Sentence Strip
- Flipbooks (blends, alphabet)
- Vocabulary/language boxes
- National Geographic textbooks
- Letter/word stamps, dry erase story map board, dry erase boards/flashcards, vocabulary Magnets